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APSTRACT

It is argued that learning from different 'sources greatly,depends on the

differeneial way nin which these sources areyercei-ved, for these perceptions

determine to an important extent the mental effort expended in the learning,

process. Two ideas are discussed ih some detail; (a) amount of mental effort

investment (AIME), defined as tne number of nonautomatic elaborations

pplied to a unit of material, and measured by self reports; it is seen as

capturing the essence of such zonstmucts as depth of processing,

and mindful processing, and ,J) the role played by perceptions, be' t?fs

and-preconceptions which pertain to the nature of a particutar class of
6

mater.ials and the efThrt Jemands. Evidence is provided from- studies that

examined the ways in whL 1 is perceived, in comparison to p,-int, and,how

,these perceptions affec '? actual ways of handling specific materials from

each. medium. The case -.2n generalized to other kinds of sources.
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THE DIFFERENTIAL INVESTMENT OF MENTAL EFFORT'IN LEARNING FROM DIFFERENT

.SOURCES

jhe.movie Being There presents a funny, yet curious case: A not

particularly bright person is regarded as,extremely smart, and hence great

depth is found in everything he utters regardless of how shallow his

utterances are. As more wisdom is discovered in these banalities, the more

is he .regarded as a source of great wisdom. While written as an

entertainment film, it suggeA a few rather interesting points for research

an teaching and learning, provided we are willing to treat the Aovie as a

potential source of some relevant insights. For if *the movie is regarded as

no more than trivial entertainment then little will be learned from it,

-even if there is something to be learned. This in fact is the major point

of this' paper; We can learn something from a sourCe of information; given

that 'it carries some potentially useful information, if we'd perceive it to

warrant the investment of eff'ort needed for the learningtb take place.

The argument of this paper is that learning, 4n its generiC sense,

greatly depends on the diofferential way in which sources-of'informatton are

perceived, for these perceptions influence the mental effort expended in

.
the learning process. This argument is comprised of two ideas.. First, The

amount of mental effort learners invests in extracting informationfroM a

'source, discrifiAnating among its infor2mation units, remeMpering the

information, or elaborating it in :their minds, is influenced by the way.

they perceive that source PerceptiOns of a source Rertain to the mental

reguirements,of its messages, t.heir attributes (e.g. depth, complexitY,

importance), the tasks to be Performed with them, and contexts in which one

is exposed to that source. Second, it is argued that learning is strongly



influenced 6y the amount of mental effort learners.invest in processing the

material, that is the "depth", or "thoughtfulness" with which they process

it. It follows from these two ideas that learning, particularly when it entails

more,effortful processing, is affected'by the way one'peceives the source of

the information-to-be-learned.

,-While these two ideas may appear as self evident it seems that they

are nbt, once one considers how much they disagree with some popular

assumptions. For example, it is often. assumed that what determines effort

'investment is the difficulty of the stimulus or.task .that is, its

novelty or complexity; the processing load left to the learner (Snow,

.
1977); or the amount of "cognitive capacitv" which it uses,as a function

of its content density or structural complexity (Britbon, Glynn, Meyer, &

Penland, 1982). SOch assumptons. are not necessarily wrong; but as the

research on attribUtional and infarential errwirs shows, they are not alwa.ys
3.

right either. Thus, is the amount adults or children learn from, sa-

television. -just a function of .)hat the medium offers nr demands of them,

in interaction with their abilities? Or do their J,ustified and unjustified

perceptions'of the medium's qualities its typical attributes and the

tasks one usually performs with it influence their learning as well? It

can be argued that the latter factor, peeceptions, ploys a fo.-- more
p.

, important role than is usually assumed .

1, Before I discuss further the main idea that perceptions of source e.ffect

the effort InveEted in processing.its material I need to clarify the

construct of effort investment and its relations to learning.

THE AMOUNT OF INVESTED MENTAL EFFORT

The idea that the investment of effort in processing improves, learning

is of course not neW.'ManyPresearcbers hav empl6yed the idea of effort as



a hypothetical cons=truct to explain learning and perfgrmance differences.

.For, example, Bandura (1982) related Ihe cbnstuct o+ sustained effort to

di4-f;erences of perceived self eff,icacy and to performance. The more one

believes in one's ability to perform a task, the More'is s(he likely to

invest sustained effort.in performing it. Butkowsky& Willnws (1980) used a

si.milar construct to expla:n the .reading failures of learners who de'Espiay

learned helplessness. The more they fail the morc2 helpless f.hey fel and

the less effort they come to invest in reading. Dut despite itS intuitive

soundness, the construct of effort, as a motivated, partly voluntary

investment of mental-energy, is not very cle..4::r (Baddley, r9/8). The

'convergence of two lines of .research may however be useful in clarifying it,

'One line stems,from research on memory and cognition. GralL LOcv.hart

(1972) distinguished between maintai-nance rehearsal repeating ma.Lerial
4

without much thinking about it and elaborative rehearsal relatinq it

to stored knowledge, analysing it, associating it, and the like. The latter

kind of rehearsal, they claimed, addresses the material at "deeper

8nd facilitates long term memory of the material. Brown (1975) similarly

distinguished between involuntary recall of 'material, automatically cal-ried

out, and deliberate memory, the result Of deeper,processing which leads to

better recall of the material. Other research .(41,.q., Craik and fulving,

1975; Kane and Anderson, 1978; Mayer, 1980; Brittnn, et a..L 1902) has

generally supported the hypothesis relating deeper processing to improved

long term memory of text material, recall qofticonceptual information, and

transfer to neW material.

Processing can entaij more or ewer elaboratic,ns, depending on-the ott.se

with_which a unit of dateriat fits preexisting schefrk-Ata As Bobrow and
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-Collins, (1975) point out:

.0

Data, which either were deeMed to be important or w.hich coUld not

easily be accounted for would receive sufficient processing effort

and, as a'result,. they would probably be.remembered later. Moreover, we

suspect that they would receive conscious attention at the time of their

arrival and processing. Thus data which are cipected or otherwise readily

aCcounted for would be ill remembered (p. 145).

p-eeper processing _entails mental elaboratonS of material, KinLsch

(1977) Postulated that the more one mentally elaborates the material,

the more contact it makes with other mental schyamata, thus leaving more

memory traces and enriching the meanings arrived at. Recalitomprehension,

skill .mastery, and even transfer to new material, improve when more

elaboration is involved (e.g. -Mayer, 1930).

There are at least too kinds of elaboration to be considered.

Elaboration can be automati. carried out by well mastered menLal processes

over which a person exercises little conscious control. and which

-carried out with great ease in larg,e chunks. Such elaborations would

usually be the result of much repeated practice and training. Elaboratiwn

can,-however, be controlled and nonautomatic, requiring attention and

effort.(Shiffrin and Schneider=-197-7)-'Such elaborations would generally be

applied to relatively new, complex, or otherwise less practiced.material.

Given a specific level of relevant skill mastery, it is the employment of'

controlled, effortful elaborations'that improves lerning in the sense of

better recall,,more generated inferenCes, and better integration of Ule

material in memory.

The second line Of research, developed in social. Rsychology by Ell.;:J)

,

Langer, has offered the construct of "mindlessness" to represent the



ostensibly unattentive behavior of otherwise intelligent people. Under some

.

conditions, to be mentioned later on, people are observed to fail to employ'

their processing abilities, thus displaying"behavior mindless of relevant

Mindlessness'has been defined by Langer (in press, p.1) as "the

absence of active conscious information processing, where the individbal (-------

-
.

.-

relies on the structure of the situation representative of its underlying

meani-ng". Mindfulntss, in contrast
S'

;is a cognitively active state characterized by conscious manipulation

of the elements of one's environment, in Which case the. individual

guestions'old-categories or constucts new ones. It should be noted that

although attention'is a nesessary conditiOn for mindfulness, it is not T

sufficient. Thal- is, invol,/es the af.:Live ;)+ Lhe

elements that one attends to (Langer & Imber, i98o, p.

It appears that mindlessness (vs. mindfulness) and shallow processing

(vs.. deep) are closely related to each other..For Langer, mindlessness in

procT_ssing means ignoring information which is perFeived to be airead?

known, and can be easily assimilated (rightlY or wrongly) into preeex'isting

schemata. Well rehpeArsed scripts can then be used- Mindful behavior means,f

taking Pull account of such information. Shallow processing, as dealt with

by Craig, k.intsch and others, means automatic processing of wc.,11 rehearsed

features, while deep processing means the effortful employment of
ho

ppn-4utomatic elaborations. it is ec.,5;2 to notic:e the similarity of

sets of constructs. In both cases deeper or more mindful pe.ocessing are

assumed to entail mental'elaborations of the material, and in both cases

the absence of such'indicates a'btom,atic, effortless behavior. When
4

relatively new, une?:pected; or cc,mp1e?1 materiar is perQeived to be hi(jhly

rA



familiar and is met with shallow, automatic,' or mindless processing, then

.poor performance is predicted'and obServed (e.g. Langeic. and Imber, 1979).

We.find this to be'the case in oUr studies in whdch recall and

Anference-generation .are measured (Salomon, in press).

. The common feature-underlying both pairs of cOnstructs is the effortful',

nonautomatic elaboration of the encountered material. Mental effort,

relevant to t'he task and matenial, appears to be the feature tha:t

distinguishes between mindlesS or shallow processing on the ONE' hand and

mindful.or dee0 processing, on the other. Little effort is expended when

processing is carried-out automatically or mindlessjy. Elsewhere,i have

labeled that feature as the amount of invested mental effort, or AIHE, and

defined it as the number of nonautomatic elaborations applied to a unit of

material (Sakomon, 19Sla,b),

AMIE so defined reflects both cognitive and motivational _tributes..

It is colritive fn the sense that it pertains i_(;) mental elaborations of

0.information materdal- But as these elaboratium6-4econtrolled, ratt..-.11.- then

automatic; their employment implies 'a measure of choice, as all controlled

Activites do (e.g. Steiner, 1976). The exercise of choice, the ueference

of one alternative coure of actio over another, impljes in turn the

existence of motivation (e.g. E;r-igham, 1976). Nonautomat effort demanding

elaborations are at one's disposal; their actual employment, i_ a matter of

choice and motvation.
.171

However, mental effort investment and motivation are not to be eguate4.

Motivation is the driving force, tyut for learning to actualky t'ake-place

some specific relevant mental activity needs to be :Act.vated. .Vhis activity

is assumed to be the employment of nonautomatic effortful elaborations.
j

Being motivated to recali material better one would need to generate

C I
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mnomonict, to conjure up images, and the like, and being motivated 10

cpmprehend the material better one-would need to elaborate it i.n one's

mind.'Motivation it probably,sthe driv,ing force for the exp.enditOre of effogt

in such mental activities, but it is the effort-demandipg activities tR'at.

,produce better recall, comprehension, or inference-making. 4
,

The problem one faces here it howpto measure mental effort invptment.

Kerr (1973) has suggested the secondary taSk technique to measure the

amount -cofcognitive capacity usage, that is mental effort, required by a

'primary task Subjectt .are given a primary task such as reading and asked

to perform.at the same time another task, such as rapid responding to

clicks. The assumptionis that. the egtent to which performance on the

secondary task is reduced (.e.g. slower responses to the clicks) reldiItive to

a control condition, to that extent does the primary task'regire.more

mental effort. This technique demands however that "the St.direct their

attPntion toward the pr.imar)fltask rath,er than syitchor alt'arnate attention
)

between the two tasks" (Kerr, 1973, p. 405)- This renders the technique

inappropriate, for cases where subjects are to yerform the primary task as

they would cMoose under noreal, conditions. Telling subjects to perform the

primary task as best as they can by "establishing payoffs that guarantee

, higher awards for.the priomary task" (p. 405) decreases the chance that they

wifi perform any task mindlessly or with little effort investment. Thus,
0

although the construct of'cognitive'capacity usage,resembles the construct

af AIME, and although.it was validlY aleasured in a number of egperiments

(6.g. Britton, Piba, Davis, & Wehausen; 1978; Britton, Glynn, Meyer,

'Peland, 1982),_ it can not be employed to measure\vol,untary,AIME.

Trying. out various methods, my students (Weissberger, Leigh, Halpern,

1 0
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entloshe, & Tzeder) and 1 1-ive,final1y'Settled on the use of 7-lf reports.

, .

k,k
,

Subjects 'are asked how much effOrt'they inveat in a particular bni of 4

.. . .. i.-
: tl t.

.
e .

.

e

M4teria1..S;lf, reports of.effort investment can pertain to general classes

of material (e.g. story.books, TV progrAms),-or -Li apecfic one's; the\can
., .

4 . -.
.

.

Pertain to typical effort investment'or to the'effort invested.i6
A 7

.

s

: ' v

procassing a unit of material 'just exposed o; they can be reports of tha

. i o

effort invasted by the student him-7 or he self, or by bisfl. or her friends;
. .

they can be direct "cpestion
.

..g . how muctkvceffort hasoe you put in

comprehending this story?) or less direct ones (e.g'. how much did you
,

.

cli .,

concentrate while you were rzeading this story?). We fina that children on
,

,

the average are quite capable of assessi:ng,the effort they expend in a
a

particular taak. Reported AVE correlates up to .67,withfthe number of

generated infereflIcat (Salomon', .noteTt),.. Ch4Pdr'en who are asked to read a
1-

-N
-

difficult text report the,exependiAtuf mOre effort than those who reAd An,
A

,
easy text (Leigh, reported in Roberts and Salomon, note 2). Children asked

4

'. .-,, .
.

.
.. ., _

to read for fun'report investing less effort and gernerate fewer inferences

k.
A

'than children who are asked to read for a% ram (Oalpern, in Roberts &

°Salomon, nate 2). And students who are7told a TV shOw it,designed for a

public network repOrt exPending mor2AIME in procE,s7,ing it than those told

it is designed for at,ommercial network (Kunkle, note 3).
. f

In sum, we 5eeM ta have a definition,of effort, encompassiA tinegist bf

what is essentiallyreant by deep or mihdful .processing or b9 ::,cogrlitive
\

capacity usOge": Mental effort invested in processing means

df nonautomatic.elaborations performed on the material. We also appear to

the employment
.

have a relatively satisfactory, though still robust, way of measuring the

unt of invWed mentai effort under natural conditions of exposure to

materiali independently of the meaTurement of performance gr learning from
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Which &ffart is usually inferred,

r
a,

9

THE ROLE OF PERCEPTIONS

.

.It would appear that; other things being equal, amount of Mental' effort

:06uld be. a Combined function'of one's mastery of the relevant iliental

Skills, and the nature of the .stimulus to be processe&for a particular

task. One would expect that, given a particular stimuluS, task,- and

4

desired level of perfOrmance, children with a better mastery ofrelevant

skills will invest less effort in processing aunitiofmateral than:
.1,

Children who havl e a poore masteryof,the requisite skills. Better skill,.
ka . .

-'

mastery implie.- more automacity of skill employment, arra-- hence., by
.

dVfinitio a smaller amount Of mental effort is neeqed to reach-the same

preset(level ofepessage comprehension.by the, more.Skillfuf.child.

Similarly, more demanding, difficult, or novel stimuli, are generakly

expected to evoke more effort investment than

are claiMed to watch TV, impressionisticlly

Singer., 1980), the reason is attributed to the-medi'um's shl1tness ,
0 II

pictoriality,,,-"crowdqdness, and rapid pace, On the other hjd , the more

imple timüli, Wheri'Children

nonanalytiCally (e.g.

serious, deepell-.'treatment of. p.i\pt.is Claimed to reflect t e more demanding

nature of that medium, a fUnction of its. memory-taxing linearity, its

relative abstractness, and imagery-generation req.drements.

But fhe,nature of stim61i their complexity,. novelty, structuredness,

!-,=!

pace, and the, 1 i 'intecactiOn- with learners' abi 1 i ties, affect

,performance or learning outcorpes 40y to some extent. Perceptions, in, the

sense of predispositions, preconteptions, attitbdes, or_attributiOns, also

play an important role i the way one t..--eats information,. This.,,is w7l

documented in the literpture on. causal'atributi.onS, Rersuasion,

1 2,
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attributional errors, ingerential errors, ,and the like (e.g. Nisbett & Rosa,

1980). Furt ermore, perceptions do not always, nor necessar/iLy, reflect the

true nat re of the given material. As Toverski & Kahneman (1974) show:

Peopl make estimates about evehts and other people by s't-arting from
0

an initial Nalue that is adjusted to yield \a final answer. The initial

./
value, or Starting. po , may be suggested bY the formulation-of the

problem, or it may b the result of a partial ,computatioIn--eier---
.

,

s are typically insufficientThat isT different starting

points yield different estimates, which are biaSed toward the initial'

'Values (p. 1128).,
A

-'14anger und Benevento (1978) have shown that wen.people perceive a

message as Oighly familiar lb s r cture they forgo any.detailed processing
\-A A

of its content and respond to it mindl_essly.,Suth mindlessneSs takes place

when on thebDasis of.a e q. structural feathres, a stimulu_ is pertei:ved
A

.
e-s.

fit well into an alread well mastered schema and a well mastered,

overiearned set of responses is stereotypically enacted (Langer apd Imber,

1979). .The particula0°6 of the stimulus are overi6oked4 even wherOthe

stimulus warrants a more careful treatment, and thus'very often the

original hypothesis concerning the familiarity or simplicity of the

stimulus becomes self sustained.

The-importance of such behavior is in its frequent application to

.Stimuli which are not as simple as perceived (or as in Being There

are not complex or debpaS perceived), leading to poorer performance or to
_

less learning than both one's ability and the nature of the encountered

.stimulus warrant. We face here a case of "biased coding" (Nisbett and Ross,

1980), where people'who are equipped with a strong theory or expectation

concerning the nature of the stimulus ("this text was written by a guy who
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keeps repeating,the-same ideas") may fail to examine.its particulars or to

elaborate'it in their minds. They lean more heavily, so to speak, on

top-down proceSses, predetermined by prior knowledge, at the expense of

bbttom-up processes. Strong preconceptions or perceptions of some material,

source or medium that include beliFfs or expectations about the AIME

requi-red ('-th-is journal pailishes only the most important and carefully

screened stuff"), may affect the actual investment of mental effort, hence

of learning.

Not all perceptions operate alike. The ones that influence th

investment of mental effort in a unit of material are those perceptions

'which are so well established; so widely held, and so often successfully.-

applied that the operative sCripts that follow from them do not e.Asily

,accommodate to the specific demands of a particular stimulus. They becume

refractory to disproof (Weick, 1979).

It may be-Ti=ue.that, as Mischel (1979 p.748) has pointed out,

"Perceivers certairily do beyond the information they are given, but it

seems unlikely that they.gt.n4rally invent the information itself". But all

this means is that pples perceptions of a source or task come from

Somewhere, thus are not pure f2brications Of their own minds. However' doing

beyond the immediately given information may entail expectations pertaining

to the AIME needed for a class of rilterials, which, although not totally

imaginary, may still create unwarranted self sustaining (not fulfilling!)

prophecies when applied to, specIfic'clses (Salomon, 1981c). In a recent

study (Salomon, in press) vie have measured aMong other things also the way

television and print rae perceived, how deep Or\stiallow they are in the
2

A

subjects' eyes, and how easy or diffitlult they 14*ua1-y are to comprehend.
t

I 4
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found systematic and positive relations (r=..32 to .36) between the way

a sOurce of inf7ormatiOn is initially perceived (how deep and demanding it

is) and the amount of effort students report investing in a panticular

subsequent presentation pf material from that source..

It is only Wien the deviatiOn of the presented material from the

prototype that students seem to haN,Ae Stored in their -minds is extremely

large, as when a scrambi,ed TV. story is shdWn, or a text turns out to be

unexpectedly difficult, that early perceptions are less.strOnglyrelated

to the effort reported to be invested in the d'rocessing of that partdcular

unit of material. In the latter case, ability, rather than initial (-I

perceptions, or ,p.e.,rceived worthwhileness of effort expendfture, become the

'better predictors of learaIng outcomes (Leigh-, in,Roberts & Salomon, no+e 2).

DIFFERENTIAL PERCEPTIONS AND THE INVESTMENT OF MENTAL EFFORT

At least two ,classes of perception can be cOnsidered'to affect AIME.

One- class isIthe differential perception of stimulus ca+egories or sources

to which particular units of material are assigned. Television is one such

exam$e, and print another. Children perceive TV to be more life-like.than

print (Salomon, note 1), come to make reality-fantasy distinctions earlier'

with print than with TV (Landry & Gardner, note 4), and most of them, even

sixth graders, fail to invoke in their responses to a program its purpose

or intention (Morison, Kelly, & Gardner, in press). The material presented

on TV is perceived to, be shallower and less variable than the material

presented in print, even when the content areas, (e.g. adventure stories,

sports, science) are held constant.,When children are asked about their

reasons for success or failure in comprehending televised or text material

many of them attribute failure with television to "dumbness" but with print.

-to to its difficulty; success in comprehending TV is attributed to its
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"ease", and in print --to readers'-"smartness" (Salomon, note I). Most

importantly, children, report perceiing TV to demand the expendLture of far

less mental effort than print, even when the same content categories are

involved (Salomon, in press).

Bachen, Hornby, Roberts, & Hernandez-Ramos (note 5) carried out a Jarge

scale survey concerning reading and televiewing habits iThf third and sith

graders. They included questions pertaning to the children's orientations

toward print and TV. Standard reading ability Lest scores were included in

the data set as well. Using such questionnaire and test scores, and

subgiitting the data to path analyses they have found that the better

Predictor of recding ability, particularly uf third graders, was not the

r-
amount of television watched but rather the orientation that children hae

to the medium. The more serious the orientation toward TV, the poor:er the

reading scores. The combined measure of orienttion included such

Components as Lhe effort that the medium is perceived to dem..:And: the

function it is perceived to accomplish, and the like.

We have termed such perceptions of sources Perceived i;emand

Characteristics, or PDC. We expected, and found, that the effort invested in

processing a particular unit of material from a source such as TV or print

is related to ite respective initial PDC: More effort is reported to be

twiested'in a source when it is perceived to be 'serious" and demanding. We

have found in one of our studies (Halpern, in Roberts &. Salomon, note 2)

that when PDC is experimentally 'manipulated, as when children are told to

watch (or read) the material knowing that they-will be tested on it, their

poc appears to change as inferred from thei.r increased effort investment,

the number of subSeguently generated infrences, and from their own drect
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reports. Kwaitek and Witkins (note b) have manipulated instructions in a

similar fashion and found similar iMprovements in the kind of post-exposure.

responses. They did-not measure children's reported AIME, but it is reasonable.

to assume that, as in our study, both PDC and effort investment were affected

by the manipulation.

A second class of percept:ions Pertains to learners' self-efficacy in

processing materiAlof a particular source. It has already been shown that

poor seLf efficacy leads to little, investment of sustained effort (Bandura,

1977; 1982). Perceived self efficacy refers to subjective judgments of how

well one can execute a course of action, handle a situation, learn a Jiew

skill or unittof knoWledge, and the like. As Bandura (1982) points out

Judgments of self-efficaLy:..determine how muCh effort people will

expend and how jong they will persist in the face of obstaCles or

P'av.ersiv erd.r-i.rici,nres bRientrA_FI with difficulties people whp enterti'Alfl_____ '''''.

serious self doubts about their capabilities slacken their efforts 6r;

give up altogether, whereas A.hose who heve a strong sense of efficacy

exert greater effort to master the challenge .(p.123).

Other research, concerned with self concepts of learners, generally

obtains findings in agreement with such a formulation (e.g. Shavelson,

Oadwell, & lzu, 1977; Butkowsky & WilloWs, 1980; Convington & Omelich,

1981).

Bandura (1982)'&i.stinguishes between. the role played by perceived self

efficacy in learning and its role in the execution of ailready mastered

knowledge and skill. In the case of learning, he argues, lower levels bf

perceived self.efficacy intensify effort investment, while hindering

performance. On the other hand, high levelS of perceived self i?fficaLy may

hinder learning, as the learners feel no need to invest mtAch preparatory
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effort, but such high levels may facilitate performance as they help to

- wi:thstand failure

We have found (SaloMon, note 1) ,that children's repOrted self

efficacy in reading correlated positively with reported AIME and

witb learning aEhievement. (r=.52) from a text,but perceived self efficacy

in comprehending TV (which was significantly hiOher than with print)

correlated negatively with both AIME (r=-.49) and with inferential learning

achievement .(r=-.34) from a comparable TY story.\Following Bandura, iL would

be reasonable to argue that children try to learn from texts but not from TV.

Perceived self efficacy has much to do with how a class of stiMuli ds

perceived. The more demanding it is.perCeived to b the leSs,effic_acious,

wauld the perceivers be about it.-and the more familiar, easy, or shallow it

is perceived, the more efficacloUs they would feel in handling it.

It follows from the above that perceived s(--if efficacy should, be

related to the perception of,demand characteristics (the latter includeS

the -perceived worthwhileness of expending effort) , and that,both should

affect effort investment jointly. This ds what oe, have found in one of our

Studies, carried out by Lei(bh (reported Roberts SaloMon, note 2). For

example, more intelligent students do not regard TV as parti.cularly

demandingand and, as shown in another study by Weissberger -- they regard

'themselves to be highly efficacious with that medium. When shown a new and

quite demanding TV program; they-generate fewer inferences than from a

comparable text..They even perform less well than their less intelligent-.

peers!

The argument presented liere does noj -,. imply that differential perceptions

of material classes (e.g. stories on TV, science fiction books) are always

18
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or necessarily wrong. Children are not that wrond when they perceive

reading to bs. more demanding than TV, or malh to call for more effort than,

say, art. But perceptions become misleading when, first, they do ni..1\ have
'N

promisions for the variety and variability of specific materials from the

same source; that is when perceptions are too general and stereotypic .

one of our studies we have computed each student's varianceof responses to

'nine Likert type questions concerning the effort invested in dt ffrent

kinds of TV programs or books. The size of variance, we reasoned, indicates

how stereotypically one perceives a source of infomation; The smaller the

variance the more stereotypic the perception. We found that the

stereRtypity with which TV programs are perceiVed by undergraduates

correlates negatively (r=-.35) with reported AIME. The respectiqe

\correlation in the case of books is -.32, but the mean score of stereotypity

1.-s far lower.
,

Second, when perceptithns of a particOlar source or class are widely

held, consensually anchored and reinforced by teachers and parents, then it:

would be reasonable to expect them to be less accommodating to specific

Variants. Consensually held views of particular sources-may correctly

reflect the amount of minimal effort which is absolutely necessary fer the

extraction of basic information from a source. :But they may.be less correct
.

with'reSpect to the level of optimal AIME which may b6 Warranted under
.

soMe
-

conditions. TV may indeed demand less effort than print for basic decoding.

However, this does not mean that the investment.of more effort is never

possible or worthwhile. ASsuming the ex,istence of a "pool" of effort that

can be allOcated to tasks (Kahneman, 1973), and assUming that little effort

needs to be allocated to the .. ttask of-basic decoding, ,then more effort could
.,...:

.--- a
...,... -

.

be inVested in post-
,Ndecoding elaborations of the" televised material. But,

,---
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paradoxically, this shift of effort from decoding to elaboration is not

done. It it as if the viewer decides that if no effort is needed +or

decoding then elabor'ation does Rot deserye any effort either.

It is possible that the relatively poor learning outcomes of inner city

minority childcen observing Sesame Street (Cook et al, 1974) are,partly due

to the general view, adopted even by young viewrs, that TV is not worth the

investment of much: effort. Add to this the entertaining appearance of the

.
'program, which reinforces'this-view, and dt becomes clear why relatiyety

is learned from it. Only when 1,3wer class mothers are asked to

cooOserve the program with their children that large gains in knowledge gnd

skill aocuisition-are observed (Sa).omon, 1977; Cook,. et al., 1974). It is

reasonable, although it waso-lever measured directLy, that the coobserving

mothers affect their children's perceived demand charaCteristics of the
_

situation, thus increasing the chidren s effort expenditure. 4

Still another factor, related to'-the others, is what learners expeLt

the expansion of greater AIME to yield. Epectancy'theory tells us that two

factors are involved here: the importance of a particular yield, and the

price to be pai.d -for it. If one. learns ;that informa-tion from certain

sources is not very important, why should More effort be inVested ir-

We have recently found that perceived worthwhileness.-of investing r--

effortjo-learning-from a particular unit of TV material correlated on the

one hand- .35 with reported AIME; on the other hand it correlated 141-h

learning from tLat unit. -This may suggest that skill training, as jS now

quite popular with respect to TV, is not enough, unless the perception of

worthwhileness of applying the new skills is chancley_as welL;

***
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The examples presented Here are based on the.comparison of two sources

only, concerning which children have relatively clear perce :._1-ona, But 00e

could generalize the case to other sources, subject .matter areas, and

learning situations as well. Kunkle (note 3) compared :the AIME that

students riaport to invest in public and commercial TV and found/the,epected

difference in favor .of the former. He then showed half of them a program

which he claimed was'desinged for PBS; he showed the same program to the

other half cl'aiming it wa's designed for a commercial network,. The students

in th'e the first group learned more. and reported inveseing more effot in

processing the program than the students in the second. It appears that even

a change of lables (PBS or commercial network),can affect students'

perceptions of how worthwhile the expension of effort is in processing

presented material.

Mortirrg-Ilitft- Firrr+f-E9.-silaraiatiults-,i-LE.:mger-&-
Abelson-U-974)- hove found-

that psychotherapists, routinely used to labeling patients,. descr.ibed.a

person, presented to them on tape as ".patient", signl.ficantly_more

Mindlessly than. when the perstewas presented-as "job applicant". Thus, it

is not just,the case of TV vs. print; it could be any well rehearsed

category-vs. a.less well rehearsed one.-

The implication that follows from this discussion is clearly not that

N.

famili rity should. not ,be encouraged, or that preconceptions sVuld be

avoided. 47,ior knowledge itSelf not the cause fur mindless p.ocessin6. We"
A

,N
need to di'stinguish bgtween knowledge and skill, th building blocks of

-onet schemata, and metarules or metacognitions whi!.th, prescribe when, under

what conditions, and tur what purpose one is to apply them (Abelson, i?81).

The differential pereeptiOhs about information source4 that affect AIME ore

akin to such metarules. To tl .extent that One's metarules ur

21
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metacognitions, not the knowledge subsumed under them, prescribe the

shallow, mindless handling of an information class, to that extent will

there actually be little i*nvestment of mental effort in processing.

Shoham-Salomon (note 7) has found that therapists whose thinking is

guided by well developed medical models of schizophrenia are less attentive

to the detailsof a presented case, ijnposi'ng on it the models'

interpretations, than are therapists who are guided by more pSycho-social

models. The differehce, she argued, is not due to the contents of. the two=
classes of models, for they would produce the same amount of bias, but

rather tO the nature of their respesAive metarules: those of the medical

models prescribe less reliance on the raw data and more.on the theory

down metarules), whereas the (D4,:pct'Site is the case.with the psycho-ocial

models (bottom-p metarules).

Seen froth an educational point of view, it -would be desirable tar

learners to learn how to entertain more uncertainty as to the mental

demands of different sources of infomation, examining each case or what

it entails,' rather than rely on consensUally held preconceptions. This,

\

then, .leads us back to. Flavell's recommendation that chi14,en's

metacognitions should be trained to improve\their "critical appraisal of

message sources .guality of appeal, ,and...consequenLes needed tu _r.Drde with

these inputs (1979, p.910)".
Q
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Footnotes

Parts of this paper were read as ah invited address to _the Annual. Meeting of

the American Educational Resear h Association,- New York, March, 199.2 .

research reported here was supported by a grant from the John'and

Marry R. Markle Foundation. 'The author'wishes to acknowledg-e the important

contribUtion of Mati Weissberger, Tami Leigh,-Miri, Ben-Moshe, and Giorah

Tzeder in carrying out the stydies reported here.
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